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Accuracy-Aware Adaptive Traffic Monitoring
for Software Dataplanes
Gioacchino Tangari, Marinos Charalambides, Daphne Tuncer, and George Pavlou

Abstract—Network operators have recently been developing
multi-Gbps traffic monitoring tools on commodity hardware,
as part of the packet-processing pipelines realizing software
dataplanes. These solutions allow the execution of sophisticated
per-packet monitoring using the processing power available on
servers. Although advances in packet capture have enabled the
interception of packets at high rates, bottlenecks can still arise
in the monitoring process as a result of concurrent access
to shared processor resources, variations of the traffic skew,
and unbalanced packet-rate spikes. In this paper we present
an adaptive monitoring framework, MONA, which is resilient
to bottlenecks while maintaining the accuracy of monitoring
reports above a user-specified threshold. MONA dynamically
reduces the measurement task sets under adverse conditions, and
reconfigures them to recover potential accuracy degradations. To
quantify the monitoring accuracy at run time, MONA adopts
a novel task-independent technique that generates accuracy
estimates according to recently observed traffic characteristics.
With a prototype implementation based on a generic packetprocessing pipeline, and using well-known measurements tasks,
we show that MONA achieves lossless traffic monitoring for
a wide range of conditions, significantly enhances the level of
monitoring accuracy, and performs adaptations at the time scale
of milliseconds with limited overhead.
Index Terms—Network monitoring; Software packet processing; Dynamic resource allocation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent advances in network management allow for dynamic
resource reconfigurations in response to a variety of events
concerning network utilization, security, and changing user
demand. This capability poses strict requirements on traffic
monitoring, which cannot be satisfied by existing techniques
such as SNMP, packet sampling tools [2], or OpenFlow counters [3][4], given their coarse report granularity and frequency.
To facilitate a detailed view of network-wide events, the
research community has been recently investigating solutions
where sophisticated measurement tasks are executed on a perpacket basis within the packet-processing pipeline, without
relying on sampling or passive trace analysis, thus enabling
timely reports of fine granularity [5]. In particular, network
operators have embraced the deployment of fine-grained traffic monitoring on commodity hardware, incorporated in the
software packet-processing pipelines, also known as software
dataplanes [42] [43]. This allows for enhanced flexibility at
a low cost since traffic monitoring can exploit the processing
power of servers to execute complex per-packet measurements.
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with the Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, University
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Achieving lossless packet processing while performing traffic monitoring in software is a challenging task. On one
hand it needs to cope with increasing data rates supported
by network cards (10+ Gbps), which squeeze the admissible
packet processing times to a few tens of nanoseconds. On
the other hand, it should satisfy the operator’s requirement of
assigning limited resources to the monitoring process (e.g., 1
processor core per 10 Gbps [5]) while performing advanced
measurement tasks on a per-packet basis. Recent packet capture engines [10][9], hardware technologies such as ReceiveSide Scaling (RSS)[11], and multi-core packet scheduling
architectures [19][20] allow to cope well with packet capture
at wire-speed. However, short-lived bottlenecks can still arise
in the monitoring process, leading to potential loss of packets
in the input buffer(s). This occurs when unbalanced packet
rate spikes, affecting one or a subset of CPU cores, compress
the available per-packet time, or when variations of traffic
skew [12], or concurrent access to shared server resources [15]
inflate the packet-processing latencies.
Our previous work in [1] proposed an adaptive traffic
monitoring approach for software dataplanes, which responsively reconfigures the measurement operations in the face of
bottlenecks so as to avoid packet loss. The main idea of [1]
is to dynamically restrict the sets of monitoring operations for
portions of the input packet stream, so that all packets can
be inspected in time. This involves (i) frequent estimations of
the available processing time, coupled with extensive offline
analysis of the different per-packet latencies involved in the
monitoring process, and (ii) timely reduction of the monitoring
operation sets for portions of the active flows’ population.
In this paper we extend the approach in [1] by proposing
MONA (Adaptive MONitoring with Accuracy-Awareness),
a traffic monitoring framework based on software packetprocessing, which is resilient to bottlenecks while keeping the
accuracy of monitoring reports above a user-defined threshold.
Jointly achieving zero packet loss and accurate reporting is a
hard problem. In particular, it is difficult to know the impact of
monitoring reconfigurations on the reports’ accuracy a-priori
[6][28], as this depends on traffic characteristics and on the
monitoring operations logic.
MONA overcomes these issues by decoupling the adaptation functionality proposed in [1] from accuracy control.
The latter progressively redistributes subsets of the active
traffic flows between the measurement tasks running in the
system, so that monitoring reports can be generated at the
desired accuracy. To quantify accuracy degradations, MONA
estimates at run time how many events (e.g., heavy hitters,
traffic bursts) remain undetected after the measurements sets
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have been reduced in part of the flows. This is obtained
through a novel, task-independent, technique which ensures
high levels of confidence by computing estimates according
to recently observed traffic characteristics.
MONA is not the first design where monitoring is dynamically configured to achieve accuracy goals, but it is the
first that is fully tailored to a software dataplane. Existing
solutions rely on approximate measurement techniques such
as sketches [6][30][36] and top-k counting [39][13], mainly
geared towards reducing memory usage, while for software
packet-processing the stringent constraint is on CPU-time. In
contrast to these approaches, MONA operates with simple
hash-tables [5][12][38], with enough space to store (error-free)
results for all active flows. This not only shifts the focus of
the design from memory to CPU-time consumption, but also
allows for more heterogeneous traffic analysis, e.g., beyond
volume and connectivity-based results of sketches [34].
In [1] we showed that the adaptation functionality reduces
the risk of packet loss under variations of traffic rate/skew, or
due to concurrent access to memory and processor caches.
Compared to [1], in this paper we further investigate the
benefits of MONA focusing on the monitoring report accuracy.
To this end, we implement MONA along with a set of widelyused measurement tasks that adopt the same reporting period
used in [5] (10ms). Our evaluation shows a general improvement on the accuracy level. In particular, MONA enhances the
monitoring task accuracy – in terms of the task satisfaction
metric proposed in [28] – by a factor of 2 compared to the
traditional static monitoring approach, and by a factor of 3
compared to the initial adaptive solution in [1]. Finally, we
demonstrate that MONA can operate in short time-scales while
incurring only a small CPU-time overhead (≈1-2%).
In summary, the contributions of this paper beyond [1] are
the following:
• A novel design introducing adaptive monitoring functionalities for software-packet processing, which involves
online estimation techniques coupled with timely reconfigurations of the measurement operation sets.
• A task-generic monitoring accuracy estimation technique,
which guarantees high levels of confidence by providing
estimates tailored to recently-observed traffic characteristics.
• An extensive evaluation of MONA focusing on throughput and resilience in the face of bottlenecks, accuracy
performance of representative measurement tasks, and
computational overhead.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We provide background information on software-based traffic monitoring in Sec.II. We describe our proposal in Sec.III-V and
evaluate its performance in Sec.VI. Related work is discussed
in Sec.VII and final remarks are presented in Sec.VIII.
II. T RAFFIC M ONITORING IN S OFTWARE DATAPLANES
The research community has recently embraced the use
of commodity hardware to realize a wide range of network
functions, as this entails improved flexibility and reduced
costs. Traffic monitoring, in particular, is a good candidate for

such an implementation, as it can benefit from the processing
capability of powerful servers in order to perform complex
measurement tasks at the granularity of a single packet,
without the need to employ sampling techniques.
Compared to monitoring operations in hardware switches,
where memory availability (TCAM space [44] in particular) is
the main shortage, traffic measurements on commodity hardware are constrained by the CPU-time and the working set, i.e.,
the data most frequently accessed for the measurements [12].
This clearly reflects on the design choices for such monitoring
tools. Instead of using more complex measurement techniques
like heap-based [13] solutions and sketches [35][7][14][34],
which reduce the total memory usage, traffic monitoring for
software dataplanes can just rely on simple hash tables for
storing the traffic flow statistics, as they guarantee the best
performance in terms of CPU-time and working set [12][5].
A. Measurement Tasks
We target well-known measurement tasks that monitor the
packets stream and collect traffic statistics over short time intervals (e.g., 10ms), called time-windows. Each task analyzes
the packets and collects per-flow results in the flow (hash)
table. Flows are defined based on the packet’s 5-tuple1 . At
the end of a window, each task generates a report containing
all the events found in the flows it processed. We focus on
four measurement tasks extensively studied in the literature
[28][6][34][40][41][5].
Heavy Hitter detection (HH): discovers traffic aggregates
exceeding a bytes threshold, where each aggregate is the sum
of all flows with same source IP.
Bursty flow detection (Bursty): checks if at least x% of the
packets of a flow arrived in bursts, i.e., with an interarrival
time below y milliseconds. If so, the flow is tagged as bursty.
Latency Change detection (LatChange): checks if the current round-trip-time (RTT) of a flow falls outside the interval
[mean(rtt) − β · stddev(rtt), mean(rtt) + β · stddev(rtt)],
where β is a small integer value. If so, it increases the count
of latency changes for that flow.
ReTransmission detection (RTx): counts for each flow
the number of retransmissions (repeated acknowledgment/sequence numbers).
A wide range of analyses can be performed with the
statistics collected by these tasks. Heavy hitters are used for
anomaly detection and for supporting load balancing decisions. Bursty flows serve the diagnosis of congestion, while
retransmissions can reveal reachability problems between two
virtual machines (VM) or servers. The results can also be
combined to detect network misbehaviors or to guide network
management decisions, for traffic engineering or VM migration, for instance. An operator can identify TCP flows with
significant loss (high retransmissions) and correlate them with
heavy hitters in order to detect short-lived congestions [17].
Alternatively, LatChange can be used to track unresponsive
servers and Bursty results are analyzed to check if latency
changes are due to bursts (e.g., spikes of requests).
1 5-tuple fields include source and destination IP, source and destination
port, and protocol
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B. Analysis of Potential Bottlenecks
To satisfy the operator’s requirements, traffic monitoring
on commodity hardware has to combine three main features:
handling high traffic rates at a limited cost (e.g., 1 core for 10
Gbps [5]), achieving zero packet loss and supporting diverse,
sophisticated forms of analysis. Collectively meeting these
requirements is not a trivial task. In order to sustain high
throughputs (10+ Gbps), the monitoring process should ensure
total packet processing times in the order of few tens of
nanoseconds, e.g., no more than 70 ns for 10 Gbps of 64-byte
packets. Current state-of-the-art practices, such as RSS and
capture engines (frameworks like DPDK and Netmap) provide
essential support by ensuring packet capture at wire-speed.
While these techniques can get packets from the network card
to the monitoring process at a high rate, they only solve half
the challenge since monitoring bottlenecks can emerge after
packets have been captured. These are described below.
Traffic rate variations High-speed packet processing
servers use multiple cores and RSS to deal with multi-Gbps
traffic. However, these setups are still prone to performance
degradation. If the amount of resources devoted to monitoring
is limited (e.g., in small-scale deployments), a single core
can still face unsustainable workloads at high traffic rates. In
addition, events such as fast variation of user demand [16],
sub-second congestion [17], or DoS attacks [5] can result
to traffic rate spikes affecting one or more cores, even for
deployments with multi-queue packet capture (such as RSS).
Variations of the input packet rate affects the monitoring
process. Intuitively, if the rate increases by x%, the available
time for processing each packet drops by x%, or more if
additional overheads are included for packet acquisition.
Shared resource contention A monitoring process usually
coexists with other tasks on the same machine, often on the
same processor, including other monitoring processes running
on different cores. Resulting hardware resource contention
[15] involves caches, the memory controller and buses. Among
these, the L3 cache, shared by multiple cores in modern
platforms, accounts for most of the performance degradation
in traffic monitoring, since measurement tasks are particularly
aggressive in terms of L3 references per second [15]. Assuming that on a n core processor the monitoring process
executes on core 1, variation in data access patterns of other
processes running on cores 2 to n can affect the monitoring
time per packet due to cache entry replacements, resulting in
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a higher miss ratio. As depicted in Fig.1a2 , the increase of
cache reference rate on cores 2 to n (initially ≈ 0) can double
the per-packet latency.
Change of traffic skew The skewness of the traffic distribution plays a key role at run time as it defines the monitoring
working set. For traffic with lower skew a higher fraction of
packets cannot be served from the processor caches, resulting
in higher packet processing latencies. As an example, we
measure the packet completion time of a simple monitoring
process that updates packet and byte counts using packet traces
with different skewness.3 As shown in Fig.1b2 , reductions
of the skew factor α can double the per-packet latency and
generally make it less predictable.
III. MONA
Bottlenecks in the monitoring process, resulting from the
aforementioned conditions, translate into longer queues in the
packet capture stack, which lead to higher chances of packet
loss. This is an important problem given also the reduced size
of RSS queues (no more than 4K packets) and packet I/O
rings [18], enough to absorb only less than one millisecond of
traffic at 10 Gbps. To ensure resilience to potential bottlenecks,
the operator can either count on resource overprovisioning,
or restrict the available monitoring tasks to a minimal set,
e.g., packet and byte counting only. However, the former
approach violates the requirement of only devoting a limited
amount of resources for monitoring and the latter penalizes
the granularity and expressivity of monitoring reports.
To overcome these limitations, we introduce MONA, a
traffic monitoring framework for software dataplanes, that
dynamically configures the measurement operations sets based
on emerging conditions. From a logical view, MONA is the
combination of two functions. The first function, referred to as
Adaptation, is aimed at lossless traffic monitoring, i.e., it adjusts the monitoring process so that all packets are processed in
time. This is achieved through (i) online detection of changes
in the operating conditions, and (ii) timely reconfigurations
(in 10ms) of the monitoring operations on part of the input
packet stream, to obtain more light-weight processing under
strict time constraints. In contrast to existing approaches that
use multi-core packet scheduling [19][20], MONA tackles the
challenge of lossless traffic monitoring from a different angle,
by realizing adaptations in the monitoring process itself, at the
level of a single CPU core.
2 The
3 We

server hardware and configurations used are detailed in Sec. VI.
use a Zipf distribution and 105 flows
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Reductions of the packet-processing time are achieved by
preventing certain measurement tasks to execute for subsets
of the active flow population. For example, by moving the
active flows from a configuration where all tasks presented
in Sec.II-A are executed (approx. 200ns per packet consumption), to one where only HH and RTx are active (approx. 100ns
per packet consumption), MONA can handle a packet rate
increase from 5 to 10M pps. Adaptations of the monitoring
operations can however result in missed events, e.g. undetected
bursty flows, which penalizes the accuracy of the monitoring
reports. To deal with accuracy degradations, MONA executes
a second function, referred to as Accuracy Control, that readjusts the flow allocation after adaptations have been executed
to ensure that a user-specified level of accuracy is satisfied
for all tasks. This is achieved by (i) tracking the monitoring
report accuracy at run-time by estimating the number of
events missing for each task, and (ii) recovering the identified
accuracy gaps by iteratively re-allocating flows so as to meet
the desired accuracy objective for all tasks.
MONA Design An overview of MONA is shown in Fig.2.
The traffic monitoring process is modelled as a packetprocessing pipeline based on a single hash table, where
incoming packets are hashed on their 5-tuple to match a
corresponding flow-entry. Flow-entries contain an identifier,
called the Monitoring State, that indicates which measurement
tasks to perform for each packet of the flow. The reason
for aggregating tasks in monitoring states is two-fold. It
simplifies the design of applications where transitions between
monitoring configurations are decided within the dataplane,
e.g, based on the outcome of recent measurements and using
a finite state machine [31][25]. It also enables settings in which
multiple tasks share part of their data to save CPU cycles.
The Adaptation and Accuracy Control functions operate
together with the monitoring pipeline, as part of the same
process, to avoid additional resource usage (i.e., more cores)
as well as synchronization overheads. As shown in Fig.2,
the two are however decoupled. This design choice is a
consequence of a well-known problem in software-defined
measurements [28][6]: determining a priori the effects of the
set of flows processed by a task on the accuracy of its report
is hard4 . This difficulty is further amplified by the fact that
the impact of adaptation decisions on the report accuracy
differ between tasks as this depends on the task-to-monitoring
state mapping. Even in the case where the same decision
is applied to all tasks, they can each experience different
degrees of accuracy degradations. Take the example of an
adaptation that prevents both tasks Bursty and HH to run on
a flow subset containing small but very bursty flows. While
this causes a large fraction of bursty flows to be missed (low
accuracy for Bursty), it results in only few missed heavy hitters
(high accuracy for HH). These differences are not only due
to traffic characteristics but also depend on the thresholds
used by measurement tasks to trigger new events, e.g., the
bytes threshold for a heavy hitter. In MONA, Adaptation and
Accuracy Control are executed separately on the same time4 An optimization-based approach could be used otherwise to process all
packets in time while minimizing accuracy losses.

window basis. At the end of each time-window, the former
estimates the available packet-processing time and determines
the new assignment of flows to Monitoring States, while the
latter estimates accuracy degradations and decides how to best
recover them. Reconfigurations, if any, are enforced over the
following window(s) based on the functions’ joint outcome.
The design of MONA addresses three main challenges. It
first ensures that the overhead incurred at run time is limited.
All the involved procedures time-share the CPU with packet
processing since they operate on the same core. As such, all
operations in MONA are designed so that (i) they generate
limited CPU-time overhead (≈ 1ms), and (ii) they all run
to completion in short times (no more than 10µs) to avoid
starvation in the packet capture queue. In addition, it enables
the operational conditions to be accurately estimated by only
employing light-weight tools that provide high levels of confidence. Finally, it supports reactive monitoring reconfigurations
by making sure that each component of the proposed solution
works with time-windows as small as 10ms.
IV. M ONITORING A DAPTATION
As shown in Fig.2, the Adaptation function relies on a threephase procedure. The first phase, Offline Profiling, runs at the
initialization of the monitoring pipeline, before the start of
an incoming packet stream. Its role is to profile the various
processing times involved in the monitoring pipeline. The
other two, namely Online Estimation and Adaptation Routine,
execute at run time. In each time-window, the Online Estimation procedure extracts the current run time conditions of
the monitoring pipeline using limited additional measurements
and a few key results from the Offline Profiling phase. At
the end of each time-window and based on the extracted
knowledge, an estimate of the available monitoring time perpacket is generated, which is set as the target for the next
window. The Adaptation Routine takes this value as input
and, if the monitoring configuration exceeds the target time, it
adjusts the set of measurement tasks for subsets of the flowtable entries to ensure all packets can be processed on time.
Expected time per packet The total expected time associated with each packet in the monitoring pipeline depends on
whether the packet belongs to a new flow, for which no entries
exist in the flow-table, or to an existing flow. In the first case,
this represents the total processing time for a new-flow packet
(including the new flow-entry insertion), denoted here as Ti .
In the second case, the time can be decomposed in two main
components: the retrieval time Tr , i.e., the time for retrieving
the measurement data for the packet, including hashing and
accessing the matching flow-table entry, and the processing
time Tp , i.e., the time needed to perform the operations in the
current Monitoring State of the matching flow-entry (i.e., the
associated measurement tasks). The total expected packet time
Tpkt can then be estimated based on the following equation:
Tpkt = (1 − λf )(Tr + Tp ) + λf Ti

(1)

where λf represents the ratio of packets belonging to new
flows over the total number of packets processed in the current
time-window. Based on the findings reported in [15][12],
which show that the probability of retrieving data from L3
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processor cache is by far the dominant factor affecting the
retrieval time, Tr can be further decomposed as:
Tr = TrH · P + TrM · (1 − P )
TrH

(2)

TrM

where
and
represent the retrieval time in case the
data is accessed from the processor cache and from memory,
respectively. P is the probability of cache hit (i.e., the matching flow-table entry is retrieved from the cache), and (1 − P )
is the probability of cache miss (i.e., access to memory) 5 .
Combining equations (1) and (2), the time per packet Tpkt is
given by:
Tpkt = (1 − λf )[TrH · P + TrM · (1 − P ) + Tp ] + λf Ti (3)
As observed from equation (3), Tpkt can be obtained based on
the estimation of six variables. To keep the run time adaptation
cost as low as possible, the best approach to determine these
values is to perform the estimation offline, for example based
on benchmarking. While this works well for Tp , TrH , TrM
and Ti , it cannot apply to P and λf given that both variables
strongly depend on the run time conditions. In this case, an
online procedure is required.
A. Offline Profiling
The objective of the Offline Profiling phase is to characterize
the resource utilization of traffic monitoring by analyzing
the execution times Tp , TrH , TrM and Ti through a set
of benchmarks. While resource consumption can be easily
derived online in the case of monitoring solutions dedicated
to hardware switches (each monitored flow strictly maps to a
single flow-entry in TCAM), it is a much harder task to achieve
in software deployments where the focus is on CPU time
rather than memory usage. Not only do the processing times
depend on the server hardware (e.g., clock rate), they also vary
based on what monitoring operation must be performed on a
packet. Offline Profiling overcomes this limitation by building
the knowledge with which resource utilization can be tracked
at run time with a limited cost.
Estimating the processing and retrieval times To determine the value of the processing and retrieval times, we
leverage the observation that in practice the processing time
Tp is much more predictable than the retrieval times TrH
and TrM . This is due to the lower variability of Tp values of each monitoring task. Computing the coefficient of
variation for HH, RTx, Bursty, and LatChange, we obtain
0.023, 0.013, 0.028, 0.045, respectively, which is much lower
than TrM (0.225) and TrH (0.11). Intuitively, the processing
time for each Monitoring State is proportional to the number
of boolean/arithmetic operations executed in that state. In
contrast, TrH and TrM , which are dominated by the flow-entry
retrieval time, can be affected by possible hash collisions, the
use of different processor caches in the available hierarchy, or
unwanted episodes regarding memory access, such as TLB
(Translation Lookaside Buffer) misses, whose impact also
5 Retrieving flow-table entries from processor cache or main memory has
a substantial impact on the per-packet time, due to the difference between TrH
and TrM . For example, on a 2.7Ghz processor with 3MB L3 cache, TrH is
on average 90ns, while the mean value of TrM is close to 200 ns. Assuming
250B packet size, this can result in a 10Gbps difference in throughput.

TrH
TrM

Normal
(baseline)
0%
0%

Weibull
(BIC to baseline)
+1.86%
+8.1%

Gumbel
(BIC to baseline)
-3%
-7%

TABLE I: Model selection for TrH and TrM

depends on the server hardware and kernel configuration (e.g.,
memory page size).
Processing time estimation. Given the predictability of Tp ,
the processing time required for each Monitoring State si (Tpsi )
can be estimated by collecting samples of Tpsi over a large
packet trace and setting the value of Tpsi to the sample mean.
Retrieval time estimation. Due to the sensitivity of the
retrieval times, we propose a different approach based on
statistical model fitting to estimate the value of TrH and TrM .
The proposed approach works in two steps as described below.
The objective of the first step is to collect two datasets of
time samples, one for TrH and one for TrM . When collecting
the relevant datasets, it is essential to ensure that flow entries
reside in either the fast processor caches (for TrH ) or in
memory (for TrM ). This can be achieved by modulating the
size of the monitoring working set used by the input packet
stream (i.e., number of unique flows in each trace). Given the
L3 processor cache size S, with NH and NM denoting the
number of different flows in each trace (i.e., for TrH and TrM ,
repectively), and the size of the flow-table entry F , the size
of the monitoring working set should be so that the following
conditions are satisfied: NH .S < L3 (for TrH to force cache
hit) and NM .S  L3 (for TrM to ensure cache miss).
Using a standard fitting strategy, the second step selects the
most appropriate statistical model to represent the distribution
of each variable. Although different distributions can be taken
into account, we simplify the process and restrict our choice
to three representative cases capturing well various degrees
of sample asymmetry. In particular, we select the Normal
distribution as the baseline, as well as two distributions characterized by a heavy tail, namely the Weibull and the Gumbel
distributions. We use the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
for the model selection as it shows more consistent results
compared to the maximum likelihood estimation for very large
sample sizes. It is based on −2 log(likelihood), hence the
lower its value the better the fit.
Table II shows the results of the model fitting strategy based
on the considered distributions for the setup of Table I. As
observed, the best fit is obtained with the Gumbel model for
both TrH and TrM .
Estimating the flow-insertion time The objective of this
procedure is to extract the total execution time for packets of
new flows Ti . The estimate of Ti is taken as the average of
all Ti values collected from a large packet trace (e.g., approximately 210ns for the setup in Table I) under the assumption
that new-flow packets form a small subset of the total traffic
(e.g., no more than 10%). In cases like SYN attacks, where Ti
becomes dominant, existing resilience mechanisms [5] could
be used in conjunction with our solution. We discuss this
aspect in detail in Section IV.C.
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Fig. 3: Precision of P estimation

B. Online Estimation
The objective of the Online Estimation phase is to determine
at each time-window the value of λf and P , as well as the
packet arrival rate at the capture engine queue λpkt . The result
is an estimate of the available per-packet time for the next
time-window, which is based on the run time conditions of
traffic monitoring and the value of Tp , Tr and Ti computed
during the Offline Profiling phase.
To estimate λf , we use a simple strategy incurring negligible
overhead that counts the flow-table insertions and divides
this value by the total number of processed packets during
each time window. To derive the packet capture rate λpkt ,
we periodically update the count of packets that have been
written in the queue, i.e., each time a new packet burst is
loaded by the packet acquisition library. In DPDK [10], for
instance, this information can be retrieved using the counts in
the rte eth stats and rte ring API.
Several methods can be considered for estimating the value
of the variable P . One possibility is to use an analytical model
to predict the cache miss rate as proposed in [21]. However,
this does not apply well to our solution as: (i) it requires that
the temporal behavior of the application, in terms of reuse
of addresses, has a single profile, which does not apply in
our case; and (ii) it does not consider the effect of co-runner
processes on the cache hit ratio. Other approaches involving
online Miss Rate Curve generation generally incur substantial
overheads (e.g., an additional 230 ms is reported in [22]),
while faster techniques, like the one presented in [23], rely on
cache-related hardware counters that are restricted in current
hardware [24].
In this paper, we propose a simpler approach which is based
on Tr sampling and uses the models of TrH and TrM obtained
from the Offline Profiling phase. In each time-window, the
proposed approach periodically samples the flow retrieval time
with a high precision timer. Denoting K as the number of
samples to collect, the sampling period can be approximated
by λpkt /K. For each sample tir , the approach first computes
P rob(Tr > tir |hit), i.e., the probability for the retrieval time
to be greater than tir assuming that the retrieval was from
a hit, and P rob(Tr ≤ tir |miss), i.e., the probability for the
retrieval time to be lower than tir under a miss. Given the
model of TrH and TrM computed through profiling, the value
of P rob(Tr > tir |hit) is obtained by 1 − CDFTrH (tir ) and
P rob(Tr ≤ tir |miss) is obtained by CDFTrM (tir ). Let r
denote the vector of results with each element r(i) equal to:

1 1 − CDFTrH (tir ) ≥ CDFTrM (tir )
r(i) =
0 otherwise
The value of P is approximated as the percentage of non-zero
values in the vector r.

Algorithm 1: Adaptation Routine
1: procedure C OMPUTE N EW C ONFIGURATION (Tptarget ,{ni },{si−1 })
2:
j=0
P
P
s
3:
Compute avg processing time: T j = ki=1 ni Tp i / ki=1 ni
target
) do:
4:
while (T j > Tp
5:
for each i ∈ (1, .., k) do: Shift all flows in si to si−1
6:
j++
P
P
s
7:
Update avg processing time: T j = ki=1 ni Tp i−1 / ki=1 ni
target
j−1
j−1
8:
Compute residual shift x: x = (T
− Tp
)/(T
− T j)
9:
return adaptation decision (j, x)

To illustrate the performance of the proposed approach in
terms of estimation accuracy, we use it to classify 103 different
ground-truth traces (for which P is known - Ptruth ) that
we obtained by modulating the traffic skew as explained in
Sec.II. The estimation error is measured as the difference in
percentage between the value of Ptruth and the value of P
computed by the algorithm. As depicted in Fig.3, our method
achieves very high accuracy on average. We also compare its
performance to the one obtained using a naive classification
where each r(i) is set to 1 or 0 by simply using the distance of
each tir from the sample mean of TrM and TrH . For K = 103
the error is around 5%, whereas our method achieves < 1%.
Available processing time Given the values of λf , λpkt
and P , and the variables Tp , TrH , TrM and Ti , the Online
Estimation procedure finally extracts the average processing
time for the next time-window Tptarget by setting:
(1 − λf )[TrH P + TrM (1 − P ) + Tptarget ] + λf Ti = 1/λpkt
(4)
C. Adaptation Routine
In case a monitoring configuration exceeds the target time
Tptarget , the role of the Adaptation Routine is to decide
which measurement task(s) should be avoided in the next time
window, and for which flows. To this end, available knowledge
on the monitoring pipeline can be exploited, such as the current
average processing time and the time estimations described in
Sec.IV. Based on this information, new monitoring configurations that satisfy the available time constraint can be derived
and enforced in the next time window.
Ideally, a new configuration should be generated by a
convex optimization that assigns each flow entry to a specific
monitoring state, so as to maximize some objective in terms
of monitoring accuracy. In practice, this is not viable for two
reasons. The first is the overhead associated with solving such
a problem per flow entry, and the second is that the impact
of reconfigurations on the monitoring accuracy is not known
a priori.
To overcome these limitations, the proposed Adaptation
Routine takes a different path. Instead of dealing with individual 5-tuples or packets, it operates at the granularity of
Monitoring States, as each one maps to a different subset of
the flow-table. In addition, it follows a probabilistic approach,
where random portions of the flow-table are re-allocated to
more light-weight states such that Tptarget is achieved. These
two features allow our solution to generate a new monitoring
configuration within a few microseconds.
The pseudocode of the proposed approach is shown in
Alg.1. When invoked at the end of a time-window, it takes
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A. Online Accuracy Estimation

s1

Decreasing processing
time Tp

The objective of the Online Accuracy Estimation procedure
is to generate accuracy estimates at run-time based on partial
(More lightweight state)
...
s3
monitoring results. We quantify the accuracy of the reports
computed by a measurement task according to the value of
Fig. 4: Monitoring states graph
the Recall [35][39][28][6], i.e., the ratio between the number
as input the count of packets processed at each Monitoring of events identified by the task (e.g., number of heavy hitters,
bursty-flows, etc.) and the total number of events in the traffic.
State si in the last time-window, and a graph mappingMonitoring
each si adaptation
This
metric is well-aligned with the logic of the adaptations:
to a less time-consuming state si−1 is generated. An example
the
accuracy
degradation is in terms of false negatives (e.g.,
of such a graph is shown in Fig.4. The way this can be derived
missed
heavy-hitters)
rather than false positives. We define
depends on the logic of the monitoring process. For example,
Recall
as
the
recall
of
monitoring task i at time-window w:
iw
in scenarios like [25][31], each Monitoring State incorporates
s2

the necessary logic in its code for transitions to other states
once specific conditions on flow-entry statistics are met. si−1
is therefore obtained for each si by backtracking in the state
machine until a more light-weight monitoring state is found.
Our algorithm initially
current average proPk calculatesPthe
k
cessing time T 0 = ( i=1 mi Tpsi )/ i=1 mi , where mi is the
number of packets in state si during the last time-window.
Then, it iteratively re-allocates flow-entries to more lightweight Monitoring States. At each iteration j it computes
the average processing time if all flows were forced to
their previous Monitoring State, i.e., from si to si−1 . If
this value, T j , exceeds Tptarget , a new iteration is executed.
Otherwise, the procedure takes the monitoring configuration
for T j−1 and forces only a portion x of the flow-table to
an additional step-back in the Monitoring State set, where
x = (T j−1 − Tptarget )/(T j−1 − T j ). In practice, x is the ratio
of flows to be further shifted so that the average processing
time can match Tptarget .
When the next time-window starts, the new configuration is
applied using the hash of the first new packet for each flowentry, which ensures that x is a (pseudo)random portion of
the flow-table. By comparing the hash with x (using a modulo
operation), it decides to update the flow Monitoring State to
j or j − 1 steps back.

F ound
F ound
M iss
Recalliw = Niw
/(Niw
+ Niw
)
F ound
where Niw
is the number of events identified by task i,
M iss
while Niw
is the number of events missing with respect to
M iss
the input traffic (i.e., ground-truth), which is unknown. Niw
can be further expanded as:
M iss
M iss
M iss
Niw
= Fiw
· E[Xiw
]
M
where Fiw
is the number of missing flows for task i at timewindow w (i.e., flows for which task i has been dropped),
which is measured from the output of the Adaptation Routine,
M iss
and Xiw
the number of events for a missing flow at w,
which is unknown, e.g., the number of retransmissions of a
flow not processed by RTx at time-window w. The objective
M iss
is to determine a reliable estimation of Xiw
.
Formally, the estimation problem can be modeled using a
decision-theoretic approach. In this work, we express the decisions as risk-taking decisions, where the risk is in generating
M iss
poor estimations of Xiw
. Let x̂M iss represent a generic
M iss
estimator for Xiw . We define a Risk function R(x̂M iss )
associated with the choice of the estimator x̂M iss as:

R(x̂M iss ) =

∞
X

iss
M iss
iss
L(xM
, x̂M iss )P rob(Xiw
= xM
)
l
l

l=0

(5)
V. M ONITORING ACCURACY C ONTROL
While timely adaptations prevent packets from being
dropped in the monitoring pipeline, they can penalize the
accuracy of the reports computed by each measurement task,
as explained in Section III. In this section, we present a Monitoring Accuracy Control function that aims at re-adjusting
the flow allocation after adaptations have been executed, so
that a global accuracy objective (maintain accuracy above a
threshold) can be satisfied for all tasks. Its design addresses
two non-trivial challenges. It first quantifies the effect of
adaptations on the monitoring report accuracy. Given the lack
of ground-truth information for the monitoring results, this is
achieved using a task-generic solution that generates accuracy
estimates at run-time; prior work e.g. [28][6] is limited to
employing ad-hoc estimation techniques for each task. Based
on the output of the online estimation procedure, an accuracy
gap recovery process is then executed to re-adjust the flow
allocation and alleviate accuracy degradation.

M iss
where the Loss function L(Xiw
, x̂M iss ) represents the loss
M iss
incurred by replacing Xiw
with x̂M iss . The best estimator
M iss
of Xiw is the one with which R(x̂M iss ) is minimized, i.e.,:
iss
M iss
x̂M
, L)
Best = argmin R(x̂
x̂M iss

(6)

iss
As can be observed, x̂M
Best depends on the choice of the
loss function L. In practice, different estimators can be used
M iss
M iss
for Xiw
. A possible approach is to replace Xiw
with
its worst-case value [28]. However, this solution is prone to
M iss
significantly underestimating the accuracy if Fiw
is large. In
addition, it is not suitable for some tasks, e.g., the worst-case
number of missing flow retransmissions cannot be known.
In this paper we take a different approach and estimate
M iss
Xiw
based on the monitoring results observed over the
most recent q time-windows. More specifically, let Xiw =
(xiw1 , xiw2 , ..., xiwm ) be the vector of the results xiwj of task
i, for each flow j, at time-window w. xiwj is equal to the
number of events detected by task i for flow j at time-window

8

w, and undetermined if j is a missing flow for task i. We
model the temporal dependence of Xiw over the most recent
q time-windows as a moving average M A(q) with order q 6 :
Xiw = µi + zw + θ1 zw−1 + ... + θq zw−q
where µi and θi are the mean and parameters of the
model, respectively, and zw ... zw−q is Gaussian noise so that
E[Xiw ] = µi .
The value of µi can easily be determined by noting that
E[Xiw ] = E[X iw ] = µi , where X iw represents the mean
of vector Xiw . In other words, to characterize the model, it
is sufficient to track the values X i(w−q) ... X iw in the last
q time-windows. Given that X iw are unknown by definition,
we estimate their value using the observed average monitoring
results (i.e., extracted from flows processed by task i), denoted
Obs
as xObs
i(w−q) ... xiw . µi is then obtained by taking the weighted
Obs
average of values xObs
i(w−q) ... xiw as follows:
r

µi =

niw
σ2
iw

rn
rn
i(w−1) Obs
i(w−q) Obs
xObs
xi(w−1) +...+
xi(w−q)
iw +
σ2
σ2
i(w−1)
r
rn
r n i(w−q)
niw
i(w−1)
i(w−q)
+...+
2 +
2
2
σ

iw

σ

i(w−1)

σ
i(w−q)

where niw is the number of available results for task i at
time-window w (i.e., number of flows processed by task i) and
2
σiw
their sample variance. In practice, the more the results
available at time w and the less their variance, the higher the
contribution of time-window w.
Using the average values xObs
to compute the model
iw
parameters offers several advantages. The state that needs to
be maintained for each monitoring task is drastically reduced
and the computational overhead of the estimation is decreased.
We take into account the model of the evolution of X iw
values over the last q time-windows to set the loss function
L, so as to make the accuracy estimation more or less
conservative according to run-time conditions. In particular,
these are assessed based on the probability of large accuracy
estimation errors. If the probability is small, L is replaced
with the quadratic loss function, widely-used in testing (e.g.,
least squares techniques), that penalizes large errors more. In
contrast, if the probability is large, L is defined so that only
M iss
large deviations from Xiw
are penalized. More specifically,
the probability of large estimation errors depends on the
variability of the distribution of the results of task i. This
is captured by the coefficient of variation σi /µi of the mean
values X iw over the last q time-windows, where σi is the
7
standard deviation of X iw (measured based on xObs
iw values) .
We use the ratio σi /µi = 1 as the threshold of high variability8
and define the loss function L as follows:

M iss
(Xiw
− x̂M iss )2 µσii ≤ 1
L=
(7)
M iss
I[|Xiw − x̂M iss | > c] µσii > 1
where c is an arbitrary value to decide when to penalize
estimation errors in case µσii > 1.
Based on (7), we determine the best estimator x̂M iss of
M iss
Xiw that depends on the value of σi /µi , as follows:
6 By

default we use results from the last 10 time windows, so q = 10
sample mean of Xiw
based on the comparison with the exponential
distribution
7 σ 2 is the variance of the
i
8 This is a standard choice,

x̂M iss =



µi
M iss
− x̂M iss | > c)
argmin P rob(|Xiw
x̂M iss

σi
µi
σi
µi

≤1
>1

(8)
The justification of (8) is provided in the supplementary
material. In case µσii > 1, the equation cannot be solved
M iss
. Here we obtain an
if no assumption is made on Xiw
approximate bound for the Risk function by applying the
Chebyshev’s inequality to the probability of large estimation
M iss
errors P rob(|Xiw
− x̂M iss | > c), i.e., P rob(|X iw − µi | ≥
1
λσi ) ≤ λ2 , from which we can further derive P rob(X iw ≥
M iss
equal to
µi + λσi ) ≤ λ12 . This gives an estimator of Xiw
µi + λσi in the case of large probability of large estimation
errors, with guarantees that the Risk is no larger than 1/λ2 . For
instance, with λ = 3, the Risk of poor estimation is bounded
to 10%.
Summary: The estimation procedure for a generic task i
operates as follows. At the end of time-window w, the number
2
of available results niw and their sample variance σiw
are
updated. These values, together with those obtained in the q−1
previous time windows, are then used to compute µi . The
sample mean of the available results xObs
iw are also extracted
and used to update the coefficient of variation of X iw , i.e.,
σi
σi
µi . Based on the value of µi , the loss function L is selected
according to (7). The estimator is finally chosen as µi if µσii ≤
1, and as µi + λσi otherwise.
Performance evaluation and discussion: Fig.5a illustrates
the performance of the proposed online accuracy estimation
procedure in terms of Accuracy Estimation Error calculated
as the absolute distance between the Estimated Recall and
Real Recall (extracted from the ground-truth) normalized by
the Real Recall. Experiments are conducted using 100 groundtruth packet traces derived from [27], with dynamic rate
in [0Gbps, 10Gbps], and the four different monitoring tasks
presented in Sec.II-A. To show the gain achieved by adapting
x̂M iss to the run-time conditions, the performance is also
compared against two baselines approaches, one with an
estimator always given by the mean (mean), and one only
using the upper bound µi + λσi (u-bound).
As can be observed, the estimation error is generally low,
overall 8% on average, and never exceeds 20%. The highest
error (around 17%) is obtained for LatChange, which is the
task producing the least predictable monitoring results in our
experiments. Compared to the two baseline cases, the proposed
approach generally achieves lower error, with substantial gain
in particular for RTx (2x reduction compared to u-bound) and
LatChange (>5x reduction compared to mean).
The observed estimation error can be attributed to two
main factors: i) the number of missing flows, i.e., flows for
which monitoring results are missing due to adaptations and/or
bottlenecks, and ii) the variability of the monitoring results
that can be quantified based on the coefficient of variation
σi
µi of each monitoring task. The impact of the two factors is
shown in Fig. 5b and 5c. As can be observed, for all tasks,
the estimation error increases as the percentage of missing
flows increases. The higher the percentage of missing flows,
the less the confidence on the accuracy estimation, and the
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Fig. 5: Accuracy Control
higher the average error. In contrast, the influence of the
coefficient of variation is driven by the type of the monitoring
tasks. As depicted in Fig. 5c, tasks with higher coefficients of
variation (i.e., LatChange and RTx) are associated with higher
estimation errors. This effect can be imputed to how MONA’s
accuracy estimation operates. More specifically, the estimation
procedure is designed such that a conservative estimator is
selected when the results associated with a task manifest a high
degree of statistical dispersion (high coefficient of variation),
i.e., the one providing an upper bound for the Risk function.
This naturally favors under-estimation over over-estimation in
situations of high uncertainty, where over-estimation can leave
accuracy degradations unhandled.
In general, the task-generic nature of our solution largely
compensates the impact of the introduced estimation errors,
and provides key advantages compared to recent solutions for
TCAM-based [28] and sketch-based [6] measurements, which
define ad-hoc estimation methods for each monitoring task.
In practice, our approach can be applied to all monitoring
tasks whose output is a count (e.g., how many retransmissions
for flow x?) or a classification (e.g., is aggregate y a heavyhitter?). As shown in [5][28][6], tasks detecting network
episodes or anomalies, or serving network management decisions, fall well in these categories. In addition, our solution
can run on a limited time budget as it involves operations that
can be executed at a low cost: all distributions are obtained by
sampling and fast techniques can be used to compute mean
and variance values, e.g., [32].
B. Accuracy Gaps Recovery
An estimate, based on the value of the Recall, is generated
by the Online Accuracy Estimation procedure for each monitoring task at the end of each time-window w. The estimates
are further used by an Accuracy Gaps Recovery procedure
to re-adjust the flow allocation so that accuracy degradation
resulting from the Adaption Routine can be alleviated.
Let Aiw denote the accuracy estimate for task i at timewindow w. A task is tagged as poor at time w if Aiw is
below a threshold and as rich otherwise.9 The objective of
the Accuracy Gaps Recovery procedure is to recover the
accuracy gap of a poor task by applying it to a larger set of
flows and compensating the additional CPU time needed with
9 For

simplicity, the same accuracy threshold was used for all tasks.

controlled degradation of rich tasks. This is achieved using
a rebalancing approach that reallocates subsets of flows to
different monitoring states in an iterative fashion, with one
iteration per time-window. Ideally, all accuracy gaps should
be recovered within one time-window, but this is difficult to
achieve in practice. Not only is the number of flows needed
to meet an accuracy target not known a priori, it is also not
possible to determine the maximum number of flows a task
can donate while keeping the accuracy of its report above the
desired threshold.
More specifically, at each iteration the algorithm presented
in Alg.2 is executed. Let Aw = (A1w , A2w , ..., Akw ) denote
the vector of estimates for each monitoring task 1, ..., k and
M a binary n · k matrix, where n is the number of monitoring
states and k the number of tasks, with the task/state mapping
so that Mij = 1 if state i includes task j, and 0 otherwise.
In addition, let B be a n · n matrix indicating the transitions
of flows between monitoring states due to previous adaptation
decisions, as recorded in the current time-window. Each value
Bij is the ratio of flows that were previously moved by the
Adaptation Routine from state i to j (with j being more lightweight than i) to save time.
Alg.2 initially selects, from the global set of monitoring
states, a subset of poor states, containing one or more poor
task(s), and a subset of rich states, in which all tasks have
an accuracy higher than the desired threshold with a small
headroom . The headroom is used to prevent rich states
becoming poor after a single iteration. For each pair of states
(srich , spoor ) a re-balancing action is taken based on a stepsize parameter S. This involves shifting ∆− flows from srich
to the default state (e.g., s1 in Fig.4) and using the resulting
gain in time to revert the monitoring adaptation for ∆+ flows
moved from spoor . The value ∆− is set to S normalized by
the number of poor states, while ∆+ is obtained from ∆−
by imposing the equilibrium condition ”constant CPU time
consumption”:
poor
(9)
∆− (trich − tdef ault ) = ∆+ (tpoor − E[t]
])
s
s

s

s

poor
where the values ts are the state execution times, and E[t]
]
s
is the expected execution time for flows moved away from
spoor by the Adaptation Routine, as indicated by B:
P
P
poor
E[t]
] = j Bpoor,j tjs / j Bpoor,j
s

The choice of the step-size S involves a trade-off between
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Algorithm 2: Recover Accuracy Gaps
1: function U PDATE S TEP S IZE(x, Sx )
2:
Compute accuracy decrease D = Ax,w−1 − Ax,w
3:
Update residual accuracy H = Ax,w − threshold
4:
if D > H then return I NCREASE(Sx )
5:
else return D ECREASE(Sx )
6: function R EBALANCE B Y S TEP(sRich , sP oor , S)
7:
Compute ∆− = S/np , where np number of poor states
P oor ] from T
8:
Retrieve E[t^
P oor,j , j ∈ 1, .., n
s
9:
Compute ∆+ from equilibrium condition (9)
10:
return ∆− , ∆+
11: procedure R ECOVERY G APS(Aw , M, Tw )
12:
Find set of rich, poor states {sRich }, {sP oor } using Aw
13:
if {sP oor } == ∅ or {sRich } == ∅ then return
14:
for each x in {sRich } do:
15:
Sx = U PDATE S TEP S IZE(x, Sx )
16:
for each (x, y) with x ∈ {sRich }, y ∈ {sP oor } do:
17:
R EBALANCE B Y S TEP(x, y, S)

stability and convergence time, which is a well-known challenge of any resource allocation algorithm. While using small
steps may lead to high convergence times, big step sizes can
make measurement tasks oscillate between rich and poor over
consecutive time-windows. The best practice for setting the
value of S is to use an increase/decrease policy [28]. In this
work, we relate the change of S to the accuracy evolution of
each rich state srich , with the objective to converge rapidly
while preventing srich from dropping below the desired accuracy threshold. After each iteration, i.e., at time-window
w+1, the algorithm computes the decrease of srich accuracy
D = Arich,w+1 − Arich,w , as well as its residual accuracy
H = threshold − Arich,w+1 . S is increased if H > D and
decreased otherwise.
We evaluate the impact of different standard increasedecrease policies on the convergence times of Alg.2. The
results are depicted in Fig.5d for the same input traffic used in
Fig.5a and initial S values in [0.25%−10%] of the initial active
flow set. The best performance in this scenario is achieved by
the multiplicative increase-decrease policy (MM).
VI. E VALUATION
We implemented MONA in the C language as part of a
generic monitoring pipeline based on a single flow-table. A
hash table was used to realize the flow-table where collisions
are handled by chaining – a table size of 220 entries was
chosen to limit the risk of hash collisions. We also set the flowentry size to 64 bytes such that it can fit within a single cache
line. To generate the input packet streams to the monitoring
pipeline, we take the following approach. Since the focus is
on the bottlenecks arising in the monitoring process, for each
experiment we build a packet trace and pre-load it in memory
and then fetch packets with small bursts at run time so as
to isolate the monitoring pipeline from the packet capture
stack. One second of traffic is pre-loaded, which corresponds
to approximately 1GB allocated memory for 10Gbps of traffic.
The packet trace we use includes only TCP flows and is
derived from recently published results on flow statistics
in data centers [27]. In addition, packet retransmissions are
injected in the trace using the Gilbert-Elliot model [33][8].

s1
s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

“”

“”
“”

“”
“”
“”

“”
“”
“”
“”

s2

s3

s4

Fig. 6: Monitoring states Config1 (left) and Config2 (right)

Measurement tasks setup The monitoring pipeline is based
on the tasks described in Sec. II-A. For HH, we use a threshold
of 5MB for a 10ms time-window. Bursty selects those flows
for which at least 10% of packets come with inter-arrival
below 1 ms. LatChange detects an anomaly when the RTT
falls outside the range [mean(rtt)−stddev(rtt), mean(rtt)+
stddev(rtt)].
Monitoring states setup To experiment with the monitoring
pipeline, we define two different monitoring state configurations, namely Config.1 and Config.2. These are presented
in Fig.6, along with their (estimated) processing times Tp .
Both configurations include a default state s1 where only
simple packet counting (Count) is performed. In Config.1,
additional tasks are progressively incorporated in each step
of the monitoring states chain so that the depth of the traffic
analysis increases with higher monitoring states. The process
initially detects large traffic aggregates (s2 ) and then starts
monitoring the packet loss of these aggregates (s3 ). For flows
with a high loss, it incorporates burst detection in s4 and
finally looks for RTT changes in s5 . In Config.2 flows can be
processed based on three possible monitoring states, inspired
by the use-cases in [5]. The goal of s2 is to identify the
root cause of congestion by correlating lossy TCP flows with
heavy hitters. State s3 identifies loss as a result of bursty
traffic, and s4 detects server imbalance by collectively tracking
latency changes and bursty flows. The two configurations are
used to depict different examples of monitoring applications.
While Config.1 provides a hierarchical model, with some tasks
(e.g., HH) having higher priority compared to others (e.g.,
LatChange), Config.2 reproduces a “flat” configuration with
three different monitoring objectives of equal importance.
The evaluation is conducted as follows. We first analyze
the performance of adaptive traffic monitoring in terms of
packet loss risk and adaptation responsiveness (Sec.VI.A).
We then investigate the impact of monitoring adaptations and
accuracy control on the measurement tasks (Sec.VI.B), explore
the throughput limiting factors for MONA (Sec.VI.C) and
extensively evaluate the overhead of the proposed solution
(Sec.VI.D). Finally, we highlight differences with sketch-based
measurement approaches by comparing MONA to SketchVisor [34] (Sec.VI.E). The experiments have been conducted on
an Intel i7-4790 CPU with 4 physical cores at 3.6 GHz and
shared L3 cache of 8 MB.
A. Lossless Traffic Monitoring
We compare our approach (Adapt) with a more traditional
setup where monitoring operations are not dynamically reconfigured (No-Adapt). We focus on two metrics that represent the
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(a) Rate variation (T = 250ms)
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(b) Rate variation (T = 100ms)
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(c) Shared resource contention
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(d) Traffic skew variation

Fig. 7: Packet balance and expected packet loss

risk of packet loss as a result of bottlenecks in the monitoring
process. The first is packet balance, which indicates whether
the number of packets in the trace can be processed during
each time-window – a negative value signifies inability to
cope with the packet rate. The second metric is the expected
packet loss, which quantifies the loss given the size of the input
buffer. We compute this using a queue model for two buffer
sizes: 4096 packets (saturation of a RSS queue) and 1 MB
(maximum size range for circular buffers in packet acquisition
libraries like DPDK and Netmap) [18].
For these experiments we use Config.1 and we initially assign 1/5 of the flows to each state. The monitoring adaptation
time-window is set to 10ms. To study the performance of
our solution under the emergence of bottlenecks we perform
three types of experiments, which reproduce the three main
conditions described in Sec. II.B.
Traffic rate variations In these experiments we test our
solution against multi-million packets per second (Mpps) variations of the input rate, which are realized by tuning the rate of
exponential packet inter-arrivals in the trace. In particular, we
evaluate the responsiveness of monitoring adaptations in the
case of short rate spikes. To emulate the spikes, we generate
packet-rate oscillation between 0 and 14.8 Mpps based on
the function sin(t/T ), where T is the oscillation period. Two
representative cases, T = 250ms and T = 100ms are depicted
in Fig.7a and 7b, respectively. For T = 250ms, monitoring
adaptations always provide a response to emerging bottlenecks
in time, before packet loss occurs. In the case of T = 100ms,
large packet rate variations, up to the equivalent of 3Gbps for
64-byte packets, are generated in the time-span of a single
monitoring adaptation time-window (10ms). As such, some
losses can occur before the new monitoring configuration is
applied, i.e., in the 10ms time-window preceding the adaptation. Even for such intense and short-lived spikes our approach
significantly outperforms No-Adapt in terms of loss, with a
reduction of more than 50% for both buffer sizes.
Shared resource contention The objective of the next
experiments is to assess how monitoring adaptations handle
variations of the operating conditions in terms of concurrent
access to shared resources. To emulate concurrency we use
the approach proposed in [15]: we run our solution on core

1, and co-run other processes on cores 2, 3 and 4. Each corunner is defined as a special monitoring process that only
retrieves flow-entries, so as to maximize the number of L3
cache references per second. As depicted in Fig.7c, we split
the 1-second experiment into three intervals of length 1/3s
each. In the first interval we execute 1 co-runner (on core
2), in the second interval we execute 2 co-runners (on cores
2 and 3), and in the last interval we execute 3 co-runners
(on cores 2, 3 and 4). As shown in Fig.7c, increasing levels
of concurrency lead to performance degradation in terms of
packets processed per time-window, and considerable loss for
the No-Adapt setup with 3 active co-runners, regardless of the
input buffer size. This is due to the inflation of retrieval times
Tr as a result of increasing L3 cache misses. In contrast, our
solution achieves minimal loss since concurrency variations
are detected at run time through P estimation (see Sec.IV-B)
and a new monitoring configuration is provided within 10ms.
Change of traffic skew We finally evaluate the performance
of our solution under variations of traffic skew. To reproduce
these variations we split the input packet trace into smaller
intervals of 20ms and for each interval we assign packets to
flows (5-tuples) based on a Zipf distribution with parameter α
(flow population size of 2.5·105 ). We start with α = 1.5 (high
skew) at t = 0s and we gradually decrease the skew factor
until α = 1 at t = 1s to obtain more uniform traffic. The
packet rate has been fixed at 10 Mpps. As expected, smaller
values of α lead to a significant performance drop since less
packets are served with flow-entries from the L3 cache. As
shown in Fig.7d, our solution can sustain 10 Mpps on a single
core under considerable skew variations, and prevents losses
at much lower skew factors, α ≈ 1.1 (t = 0.9), compared to
the No-Adapt case, which starts starving packets in the input
buffers for α ≈ 1.25.

B. Monitoring Report Accuracy
We now evaluate the impact of our solution on the monitoring report accuracy to investigate how the report quality
is preserved under bottleneck conditions. To this end, we
measure the real accuracy, in terms of Recall, of each task
running in the system. This is obtained by comparing the
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(d) Config.1, LatChange
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(g) Config.2, Bursty
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(h) Config.2, LatChange

Fig. 8: Measurement task satisfaction (Median ◦, Max )

monitoring results of the system against the respective groundtruth, which is extracted from offline analysis of the traces.
To control the accuracy we use a threshold of 75% for all
tasks, which is inline with the one used in [28]. For simplicity,
traffic flows are assigned randomly to any available monitoring
state with equal probabilities. Finally, to generate bottlenecks
and thus trigger adaptations, we use a dynamic input packet
rate in the range [5, 11] Mpps, which is obtained by tuning
packet inter-arrivals in the trace.
Fig.8 presents the monitoring accuracy results in terms of a
Satisfaction metric similar to the one used in [6] and [28].
This represents the fraction of time a task has its Recall
above the threshold. Intuitively, 100% satisfaction for all tasks
means that the global accuracy goal is fully achieved. The
minimum and median satisfaction is shown from a set of
100 experiments, for the two monitoring states configurations
(Config.1, Config.2). As depicted in Fig.8, we compare the
performance obtained with accuracy control (Acc.Ctrl) against
two baselines: No-Adapt which is the standard setup without
dynamic adaptations and accuracy control; and Adapt which
executes adaptations without accuracy recovery in place.
As shown in Fig.8, both Adapt and No-Adapt incur serious
accuracy degradations, with the satisfaction dropping even
below 20% for some tasks. For the Adapt case this is due
to accuracy-unaware adaptations, while in the No-Adapt case,
the reduced satisfaction depends on the amount of packets
never entering the monitoring pipeline, as they are starved in
the buffers under increasing packet rates. In contrast, Acc.Ctrl
drastically improves the report accuracy, raising the overall
median satisfaction to 75%; 2x and 3x impovement compared
to No-Adapt (38%) and Adapt (23%), respectively.
The satisfaction generally demonstrates similar trends for
the two configurations. When comparing different measurement tasks, although Acc.Ctrl always achieves a considerable

gain, the results show that the performance of MONA in terms
of satisfaction depends on the monitoring task. For instance,
in the case of Config.2 we observe the median satisfaction at
the maximum packet rate oscillating between 60% and 100%.
The reason of these differences is two-fold.
The accuracy estimation errors can have an influence on
the satisfaction of a monitoring task. Considering RTx and
LatChange, with errors ≈ 10% and ≈ 20%, respectively (see
Fig.5a), we obtain a satisfaction of 80/95% for the former
and 70/60% for the latter. It is also evident that the very low
estimation error for Bursty (less than 1% in Fig.5a) relates to
its very high median satisfaction. In addition to this, the joint
effect of tasks with under- and over-estimated accuracy can
penalize the fairness of the Accuracy Gap recovery process
as it may result in competition for resources. This issue
specifically emerges in situations where under-estimation is
calculated for rich tasks while the accuracy of poor tasks
is over-estimated. In this case, rich tasks are less prone to
redistribute their resources to the poor ones, preventing part
of the resources to be reassigned when the accuracy falls below
a threshold, and thus leading to lower satisfaction.
The different satisfaction ranges also reflect the different
resource/accuracy trade-offs of different tasks. The amount of
monitoring information losses due to missing flows is generally not the same for the different monitoring tasks, which
affects the Recall and hence the satisfaction. Fig. 9a shows
the effect of the percentage of missing flows on the Recall for
each task in the form of curves of diminishing returns [28].
As can be observed, tasks are associated with curves depicting
different slope and concavity properties. These properties
cannot be known a priori as they not only depend on the
characteristics of a task, i.e., aggregation function used to
trigger a new monitoring event (e.g., SUM of 5-tuple flows
by src IP address in the case of HH) and associated threshold
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C. MONA Throughput Limiting Factors
In this section, we investigate throughput limiting factors
not captured by MONA’s adaptation logic, as opposed to the
conditions discussed in Section VI.A. Specifically, we evaluate
the effects of hash collisions and uniform traffic distributions.
Impact of hash collisions Hash table collisions in MONA are
resolved through chaining with the use of additional linked
lists. This prevents measurement data stored in the flow table
to be corrupted or lost in case of collisions. However, high
collision ratios result into larger per-packet processing times
due to inflated table look up and flow insertion times, which
may translate into increasing risk of packet starvation/loss. To
address this issue, MONA keeps collision rate low by overprovisioning the flow table in terms of hash-table slots/buckets.
Fig.10 shows the effects of collisions on packet loss probability and accuracy reductions (using the Recall metric) under
challenging traffic conditions, i.e., low skew (α = 1.1), high
speed (10Gbps), and 1000 new flow arrivals every 10 ms.
By choosing an appropriate hash table size (5 · 105 slots),
MONA avoids both collision-induced packet loss (Fig.10a)
and accuracy drops (Fig.10b). In our implementation, this
bound corresponds to approx. 100 MB total memory consumption. While it is significantly more than what consumed by
sketch-based approaches, e.g., [34], this does not constitute
a main limiting factor given the large memory availability in
today’s multi-core servers and the fact that packet-processing
in software is mainly constrained by available CPU-time.
Impact of uniform traffic As discussed in Section VI.A,
MONA can cope with much lower levels of traffic skew
compared to a non adaptive monitoring designs. However,
there are cases where traffic shows a “uniform” distribution
(i.e., with extremely low skewness), especially when denial
of service attacks aim at exhausting the resources of the
monitoring system [5]. Uniform traffic can produce bottlenecks in the monitoring pipeline due to high sparsity in data
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Fig. 9: Curves of diminishing returns
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Fig. 10: Impact of hash collisions
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(e.g., aggregate size threshold in Bytes for HH - see Fig. 9b),
but also on the current traffic. This effect explains for instance
the difference of HH compared to other tasks. When a high
threshold is used (5Mb for 10ms), the concavity of the curve
is such that few missing flows can translate to a high ratio
of undetected heavy hitters (i.e., low Recall) given that these
events are evaluated based on the total size of multiple flows.
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accesses (P ≈ 0) and, more importantly, to increasing flow
insertion rates. To evaluate the performance of MONA under
uniform traffic, we apply a SYN flood (DoS) attack – a worstcase scenario since each new packet triggers a new flow
insertion. In particular, we mix DoS traffic with legitimate
traffic (from the trace in use) using different ratios. As shown
in Fig.11, high percentages of DoS traffic induce significant
packet loss (Fig.11a) especially for high traffic speeds, with
average accuracy reductions reaching 40% (Fig.11b). This
is because MONA’s formulation of the available per-packet
time assumes no more than 10% of packets triggering a new
flow-insertion (Sec.IV.A). The effects of uniform traffic can
be mitigated by applying the resilience mechanism proposed
in Trumpet [5] in conjunction with MONA. This mechanism
involves the matching of packets against an additional filtering
table, a small buffer accessed before the “main” flow-table.
The filtering table tracks a new flow while its size is below
x, where x is a small user-defined threshold in bytes. If
the flow exceeds x, it is tagged as legitimate and accepted
in the main table, otherwise discarded (i.e., in the case of
malicious SYN flows). As depicted in Fig.11, adding this filter
to MONA allows to tolerate high DoS ratios (e.g., 80%). This
can however sacrifice up to 10% of MONA throughput due to
the additional overhead introduced by the filtering table, and it
can also penalize the accuracy since flows smaller than x are
discarded. The latter can be mitigated by activating the filter
only when extremely adverse traffic conditions are detected or
by dynamically updating x based on available (online) time
estimations [5].
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TABLE II: Total overhead (x = % of CPU time)
#Tasks

#States

#A.Flows

10
20
40
40
40

10
20
20
40
40

1000
1000
1000
1000
500

Traffic
(bps/pktSize)
10G/64B
10G/250B
10G/250B
10G/250B
10G/250B

Overhead < x
x = 1%
x = 2%
3
3
3
3
7
3
7
7
7
3

D. Monitoring Adaptation Overhead
We evaluate the cost of our solution in terms of run time
overhead. To this end, we consider (i) the execution time of the
main procedures running at the end of a time window, and (ii)
the additional CPU time consumed throughout a time-window
for the estimations presented in Sec.IV-B,V-A and for applying
adaptation and accuracy control decisions. The latter implies a
reduction in the sustainable packet-rate, while the former also
translates to spikes of packets waiting at the input buffers.
Adaptation execution time This time corresponds to the
adaptation routine completion. As depicted in Fig.12a, the
worst-case (i.e., adaptation minimizes per-packet processing
time) execution time in O(k 2 ), with k being the number of
monitoring states. However, even for a large value of k, e.g.,
k = 64, the routine can still run to completion within a short
period, in the range of 10µs, resulting to only 100-150 packets
being temporarily held at the input queue for 10 Gbps (much
below the packet capture buffer size).
Accuracy control execution time This time is dominated
by the completion of the accuracy recovery procedure. As
shown in Fig.12b, this increases linearly with the number of
measurement tasks k (O(k)), with the slope depending on the
number of monitoring states defined. For a large number of
tasks (e,g., 50) and using 10 different monitoring states, this
time is kept within the range of 10µs.
Estimation overhead This metric groups different overhead
components: (i) the time for counting the number of packets
processed according to each monitoring state; (ii) the online
estimation of P (probability of fast flow-entry retrieval) and
(iii) the time consumed to compute µi and the loss function L.
Results are shown in Fig.12c, where the consumed CPU time
is expressed as a percentage of the 10ms time-window. While
an increasing trend can be observed, the overhead is generally
low and it exceeds 1% only for a large number of monitoring
states (e.g., 64) with constant 10Gbps traffic of 64B packets.
Reconfiguration overhead Fig.12d shows the additional
time required to apply reconfigurations of the monitoring
pipeline due to the adaptation routine or the accuracy recovery
procedure. This overhead linearly depends on the number of
monitoring states. Also, it relates to the number of active
flows in the 10ms time window since the reconfigurations are
enforced only once per flow. We can observe that this overhead
exceeds 1% only for the maximum level of flow concurrency
(1000), and for a large number of monitoring states (> 40). It
should be noted that the range considered here for the number
of active flows matches the statistics reported in [26] and [27].
Overall, the total overhead is a function of the number
of measurement tasks and monitoring states, the packet rate
and size, and the flow concurrency. Table III summarizes the
feasibility range of our solution given two maximum overhead

constraints, 1% and 2% of the CPU time. As shown in the
table, the total overhead exceeds 1% only under very large
numbers of tasks and monitoring states, such as 40-40, and
maximum traffic intensity. However, the requirement can be
still met by relaxing the overhead constraint from 1% to 2%,
which is acceptable, or by slightly reducing the hypothesis on
traffic characteristics.
E. Comparison with a sketch-based approach
Recent research [34][45] has applied sketch-based measurements to software packet-processing pipelines in order to
achieve high throughputs with reduced memory consumption.
We evaluate here the extent to which MONA matches the performance of state-of-the art sketch-based traffic measurements.
We compare against SketchVisor [34] due to its adaptive nature and performance-oriented design. SketchVisor augments
sketch-based measurements in the software dataplane with a
fast path, activated under high traffic load, which reduces the
tracking of small flows to increase throughput. For the comparison, we restrict the measurement task set to HH detection only
– this task is common to MONA and SketchVisor. This setup
is particularly adverse for MONA: (i) HH detection is a perfect
fit for SketchVisor fast-path as small flows contribute less to
HHs; and (ii) executing a single monitoring task penalizes
MONA as it exacerbates the impact of flow-entry retrievals
(time Tr in Section IV) on the total per-packet time.
We run over 100 experiments and set the HH threshold
to 0.05% of the input rate multiplied by the epoch length
(10ms) as in [34]. Fig. 13a shows that SketchVisor achieves
a high throughput (17.5 Gbps median). The performance of
MONA is 25% lower in case of maximum accuracy, and 7%
lower when meeting 100% task satisfaction. With regards to
accuracy, MONA achieves maximum accuracy for traffic rates
close to 10 Gbps (thus satisfying the goal of 10 Gbps traffic
for a CPU core), while for rates above 15Gbps SketchVisor
performs better. In general, the throughput reductions obtained
by MONA are largely compensated by its key advantages in
terms of adaptive traffic monitoring capability. While sketchesbased approaches are mainly restricted to size-based (e.g., HH
detection) and cardinality-based (e.g., superspreader detection)
measurements, MONA allows for a much larger range of
monitoring operations including packet interarrival analysis
(e.g., Bursty) and TCP diagnosis (e.g., LatChange, RTx). In
addition, MONA adaptations are not only triggered by traffic
rate increases, but also follow shared-resource concurrency and
traffic distribution. Overall, MONA provides a more flexible
alternative for network measurements, at the cost of (limited)
packet-processing efficiency reductions.
VII. R ELATED WORK
A number of recent proposals [29][28][6] have focused on
the development of adaptive monitoring frameworks with the
objective of supporting measurements under dynamic traffic
patterns and resource availability. A novel adaptive flow counting approach was introduced in [29] to enable anomaly detection with low overhead. Dynamic resource allocation solutions
for traffic monitoring have been proposed in [28] and [6]
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Fig. 13: Comparison between MONA and SketchVisor

based on OpenFlow counters and sketch-based measurements,
respectively. Our approach also reconfigures monitoring parameters at run time to achieve efficient resource usage, but in
contrast to the aforementioned solutions it focuses on software
deployments.
With the advent of packet processing on commodity hardware, previous efforts such as [19][20] investigated how to
take advantage of multi-core architectures to minimize the
packet processing times for sophisticated measurement tasks.
While [19] relies on RSS and parallel threads to analyze
multi-Gbps traffic, [20] uses multiple cores with the support
of GPUs to perform complex intrusion detection operations.
In addition, the recent packet-rate increase at the NIC raises
new challenges, especially with respect to zero-loss guarantees
under jitter in packet processing and unbalanced or unexpected
traffic bursts. In contrast to our solution, existing approaches
mainly address these challenges by enhancing either the packet
capture or the packet scheduling. In [18], the authors propose to temporary store traffic in large buffers (1GB), which
improves resilience at the cost of additional resource usage.
The approach in [15] uses adaptive scheduling to mitigate
performance drops due to resource contention.
Orthogonal to scheduling and packet capture enhancements,
recent solutions [34][36][12][5] address the problem of sustainable packet-processing in software by directly reconfiguring the monitoring process, as in the case of MONA. However,
[34] and [36] focus on sketch-based measurements instead
of hash tables where the main goal is to process all packets
with fixed-size memory. [34] augments the dataplane with a
separate fast path that provides fast but slightly less accurate
measurements under high traffic load, and recovers missing
information via compressive sensing. [36] learns the statistical

(d) Reconfiguration overhead

distribution of the sketch and uses it to separate large and small
flows so as to reduce the impact of hash collisions. Instead of
focusing on sketches, MONA relies on simple hash tables for
various reasons. One is the increased flexibility, as it enables
more heterogeneous measurement tasks [5] and facilitates the
design of stateful monitoring applications.
In a similar fashion to our solution, the methods presented
in [12] and [5] also address the case of monitoring systems
using simple hash tables to store flow statistics. In [12] the
authors propose to adjust the size of the monitoring datastructure according to changes in the traffic properties. This
can, however, incur significant time overhead for large flowtables (structure size). The adaptive approach in [5] monitors
only flows whose size exceeds a dynamic threshold, so as to
handle denial of service attacks. While in [5] adaptations affect
only new flows, reconfigurations in our work are applied to
all operations in the monitoring process, responding thus to a
wider range of emerging conditions.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Traffic monitoring on commodity hardware can starve packets at the packet capture buffers and thus lead to packet loss
when changes in the operating conditions create bottlenecks.
In this paper we proposed MONA, an adaptive monitoring
framework that guarantees resilience to bottlenecks while
preserving the accuracy of monitoring reports according to
user-specified accuracy thresholds. We showed that MONA
achieves lossless traffic monitoring under various conditions
such as packet rate spikes and skew variations, and guarantees
significant enhancements of the accuracy ranges for widelyused measurement tasks. Moreover, we demonstrated that
MONA is able to compute new monitoring configurations
every 10 ms, without needing additional processor core(s) and
with minimal CPU-time overhead (≈ 1-2%), even for 10 Gbps
traffic of small packets. Future work will extend our evaluation
to investigate possible bottlenecks induced by the NIC (e.g.,
bursty packet arrivals, polling inefficiencies, etc.) and potential
performance degradations arising from end-to-end testing.
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